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BIPOLAR PROJECTS PRESENTS NEW

PERFORMANCE WITH TALENTED
AUTHOR AYFER GULTEKIN. SHE

MADE INTERVIEW WITH US. 
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GLOBAL ART MOVEMENT : STIGMA ART
RESIDENCY PROGRAM WILL REALIZED IN
ISTANBUL WITH PLUME PACOTILLES AND
TANIA BOHUSLAVSKA.
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TURNER'S WORKS IN
BUENOS AIRES
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TURNER'S WORKS IN 
BUENOS AIRES

JMW Turner: Watercolours from Tate will be the first major exhibition of the work of

Turner in Latin America, and the first Tate exhibition to be shown in Argentina. It opens

today, 26 September 2018, at the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in Buenos Aires. 

 

J.M.W. Turner is undisputed as the greatest exponent of English watercolour in its

golden age. This exhibition, curated by David Blayney Brown of Tate Britain, one of the

world’s leading experts on Turner, reveals the role watercolours played in the artist’s life

and work. Turner rarely left home without a rolled up, loose-bound sketchbook, pencils,

and a small travelling case of watercolours in his pocket. He exploited the medium’s

luminosity and transparency like no one before him, conjuring light effects on English

meadows and Venetian lagoons and gauzy mists over mountains and lakes. 

 

The exhibition will comprise more than 80 works from Tate’s collection, including large,

finished watercolours alongside spontaneous sketches that reflect the artist’s

sometimes impulsive and experimental nature. 

 

Alex Farquharson, Director of Tate Britain, said: ‘We are delighted that JMW Turner:

Watercolours from Tate is to be shown at Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in Buenos

Aires and thrilled that this special selection of more than 80 of this great artist’s most

resonant watercolours will be the first exhibition from Tate to be shown to audiences in

Argentina.’ 

 

 

GLOBAL ART NEWS



https://www.tate.org.uk/press/press-releases/jmw-turner-watercolours-tate-open-buenos-aires 

 

 

After Turner’s death in 1851, the contents of his

studio were bequeathed to the nation. The Turner

Bequest held by Tate comprises around 37,000

works on paper, 300 oil paintings, and 280 sketch

books. It is from this bequest that works for this

exhibition are drawn – to comprise approximately

80 works on paper including Venice: Looking Across

the Lagoon at Sunset, Study for Eddystone

Lighthouse, and Caernarvon Castle, North Wales. 

 

As one of the most gifted draughtsmen of his

generation, and a superlative master of watercolour,

Turner sold most of his finished and exhibited

watercolours. What he kept for himself was different,

but in no way inferior. It has a special character of its

own, often closer to the artist’s true self than the

work he made for the public. John Ruskin, one of the

first to study the whole Bequest, observed how

much of it had been made for Turner’s ‘own

pleasure’. Intimate, expressive, experimental, it offers

unique insights into the mind, imagination and

private practice of a great Romantic painter. 

 

This selection from the Bequest allows us to look

over Turner’s shoulder as he progresses from

conventional beginnings as a topographical and

architectural draughtsman to embrace an

extraordinary range of subject matter in a dynamic

manner founded on a refined appreciation of light,

colour, and atmospheric effects. Joined in this

exhibition by a small group of finished watercolours

and oil paintings to show their impact on Turner’s

public output, these most personal of his works

remain as fresh and immediate today as when they

first appeared on paper. 

 

JMW Turner: Watercolours from Tate is curated by

David Blayney Brown, Senior Curator of British Art

1790—1850, Tate Britain. In spring 2018, the exhibition

was presented at Chiostro del Bramante in Rome; in

2019 it will travel to Centro Cultural de la Moneda in

Santiago, Chile. 



TANIA BOHUSLAVSKA



GLOBAL ART 
MOVEMENT : 

STIGMA
INTERNAT IONAL  ART  PROJECTS  WITH  B IPOLAR

ART ISTS  BY  B IPOLAR  PROJECTS  

 

Founder of Bipolar Projects, Fatmagül Mutlu said : ''I am proud to be among

the young social entrepreneurs who have been selected for the Redbull

Amaphiko Connect Program! Thanks to Redbull, Artness System and August

Exhibition Space Berlin for your support! Bipolar Projects, funded by the EU

Program of Sivil Düşün ''Global Art Movement: Stigma'' will be in March with

Disneyland performance artist Plume Pacotille and talented young artist

Tania Bohuslavska from Ukraine will perform production and exhibition

program in Istanbul ! At the end of January we will have a busy study program

with Arte Aurora & Artness System for our art festival in Barcelona. Many new

projects, where the production of bipolar artists are publicized and

employment studies are being carried out, are now being...'' 

BIPOLAR PROJECTS ART INITIATIVE 



Van Gogh's Dreams
G L O B A L  A R T  A N D  M O R E

https://www.vangoghmuseum.nl/en/whats-on/exhibitions/van-gogh-dreams 

'Van Gogh Dreams' invites you to join Vincent van Gogh's emotional
journey to the South of France. You will see what Vincent saw and feel

what he felt during one of the most important periods of his life. 

27 JULY 2018 - 13 JANUARY 2019 / VAN GOGH MUSEUM

Van Gogh Dreams is narrative installation that allows you to enter the mind and heart of
Vincent van Gogh. You can experience Van Gogh's emotional journey when he moved
from Paris to Arles, in the South of France. His journey was alive with inspiration and
beauty, but also tarnished with doubt and confusion. 'Van Gogh dreams' is a sensory
experience in which you see what Vincent saw and feel what he felt. Even though you

won't see any paintings, you'll still get exceedingly close to the famous artist.



Metamorphosis 
Art Festival

C U R A T E D  B Y  F A T M A G U L  M U T L U  





brugge

most romantic city

MAGN I F I C EN T    ARCH I T E C TURA L  S T RUC TURE S  OF  THE
M I DD L E  AGE S

of  Europe



 

BY  ASYA  SEVDAL INOVA  DZHANKOVA  

You can visit the historic museum called Historium,

where you can find the phaetons in the Markt Square. 

TRAVEL NOTES 



ROMANTIC ROUTE 
 

BY  ASYA  SEVDAL INOVA  DZHANKOVA  

Belgium; The Flemish Region is divided into three

categories: the Walloon Region and the Brussels

Capital. Bruges is located in the Flemish region in the

north of the country. It was included in the World

Heritage List in 2000 by UNESCO. 

 

Brugge Bell Tower, one of the city's most important

landmarks, is located in the center of the city. 

A network of water channels dating back to the 12th

century allows channels to be an important trade

center in the past. Boat tours are also made along

the water channels that are popular nowadays. The

most important feature of the boat tour is the

opportunity to observe the city's important buildings

and social lives from different angles. 

 

You can see the architectural and religious

structures and museums that stand out with their

beauty in the city, which has preserved the medieval

texture. 

 

 

Brugge is fascinated in autumn and winter with its

architectural structures that have survived to the present

day. 

TRAVEL NOTES 
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Emma Coyle
I N T E R V I E W  

Coyle has been working within art for nearly 20 years and been based in London
since 2006. She has exhibited in numerous galleries and art fairs throughout the

city, including a solo show in Mayfair and exhibiting in the prestigious Mall
Galleries. Her work has appeared in The Times Sunday STYLE supplement, and on

the cover of Level 25 art journal in Arizona America and Kapa magazine - the
Sunday magazine of Greece's most prestigious newspaper, Kathimerini. Coyle’

work was selected by Los Angeles curator Bridget Carron for her collection Power
Pop on Saatchi’ online gallery. 



POP ART WITH 
SHINING TALENT

AN  INTERV IEW  WITH  EMMA  COYLE  

BY  ASYA  SEVDAL IVA  DZHANKOVA  

INTERVIEW EMMA COYLE

1. Hello EMMA COYLE. Congrats to being

selected as an interview artist. Could you

please talk about your art background?  

I studied Fine Art in Dublin Ireland, graduated from

University in 2003. Within the five years I studied

everything from ceramics, photography, sculpture to

print, but I always had a stronger interest in painting

and drawing. 

The university I studied in had a fantastic library

which covered all forms of art. I spent my spare time

reading about all aspects of art history and

contempory art.  

www.artnessystem.com 

I also travel to a lot to differant cities during this

period visiting museums and galleries. After

gradutating I spent a short time in NYC, then I went

back to Dublin for a few years, I moved to London in

2006. Over the years my paintings have been

compared to many different art genres, from Realist

to Pop Art, Fashion Illustration and even Art Deco. In

the past I have created series’ of paintings dealing

with Japanese advertisements of the 1920’s, Silver

Screen film still’s and Fashion photography of the

1960’s. Over the last 10 years my work has evolved

with the use of contemporary images which I have

used to forward my ideas within Pop Art.  



Regarding my figuritive painting, it is currently and

predominately effected by print fashion media. For

my figurative work I am constantly collecting

images from print magazines, whether I am working

on an on-going series of paintings or not. Every few

years I carefully select and group images together to

start working on a series of drawings. I work with

groups of drawings for months at a time to

manipulate the image, and then continue through

to painting. 

My abstract work is very different as it is more

concept based. I have been working with a group of

eight floral photographs for 16 years. The work

started as an abstract painting project and has now

become installation work. What began as breaking

down imagery has now grown into ideas of

forwarding painting into a three dimensional form

and using space to convey these ideas.  

INTERVIEW EMMA COYLE

3. Are your works focused on a spesific theme? 

2. Which kind of creative inspiration is your art

effected by? How do you convey messages

within art? 

My figuritive work has been very much based on

contemporary imageary for the past eight years. I

want to draw from 1950’s and 60’s American Pop Art

but forward the practice with the use of current

imagery, to contemporise the work. 

www.artnessystem.com 

4. Would you like to talk about your upcoming

projects? What work do you plan to produce? 

I am curently working on plans for a new abstract

installation piece for 2019, but it is very much at the

begining stage.  

I have spent the last three months working on a new

body of figuritive drawings for two to three painting

series. I have approxitley 40 or 50 drawings, some

will be used for sigular images on canvas and others

will be used for combined images on canvas. I plan

to start back painting just before the new year. 

5. Could you please share your messages to

global art market in your approach? 

I am curently working on plans for a new abstract

installation piece for 2019, but it is very much at the

begining stage.  

I have spent the last three months working on a new

body of figuritive drawings for two to three painting

series. I have approxitley 40 or 50 drawings, some

will be used for sigular images on canvas and others

will be used for combined images on canvas. I plan

to start back painting just before the new year. 



Fu Wenjun
I N T E R V I E W  

Fu Wenjun, Chinese contemporary artist, was graduated from Sichuan Fine
Arts Institute. He creates principally through the art media of conceptual

photography, installation, sculpture and oil painting, and has put forward the
concept of "Digital Pictorial Photography". 

Fu Wenjun’s works embody his thinking and reflection on many issues
related to the Eastern and Western history, culture and humanity, including
the relationship between different cultures in the age of globalization, the

heritage of traditional Chinese culture in a rapidly changing society,
industrialization and urbanization in Chinese cities. 

He has presented solo exhibitions at the Museu Europeu de Arte Moderno
(Barcelona), the National Art Museum of China (Beijing), the Old Summer
Palace (Beijing), at the Today Art Museum (Beijing), at theUnited Nations

Headquarters (New York), at the Guangdong Museum of Art (Guangzhou) and
at other international art organizations. His works are exhibited at significant
international exhibitions, such as the Triennale dell'Arte Contemporanea, the

1st Asia Biennial / 5th Guangzhou Triennial, the XVIII Bienal de Cerveira,
NordArt, the collateral exhibition of Biennale di Venezia 2013, entitled Voice

of the Unseen Chinese Independent Art 1979 / Today. 



SIGNIFICANT 
CONTEMPORARY 

APPROACH
AN  INTERV IEW  WITH  FU  WENJUN  

BY  ASYA  SEVDAL INOVA  DZHANKOVA  

Hello, first of all thanks for your appreciation on my

art, and I am honoured to be interviewed. 

I have worked on photography art for more than 30

years, and in recent years I put forward the art style

Digital Pictorial Photography, a new art language

and art school. Now with the focus on Digital

Pictorial Photography, my art creation does cross

over several disciplines, including oil painting,

sculpture, installation and others. 

I believe art creation is absolutely subjective, some

impromptu things happen always. I work by myself,

without a team. I don’t like that commercial art

products seemingly produced by a factory. Each

piece of artwork should be unique. 

INTERVIEW FU WENJUN

1. Hello Fu Wenjun. Congrats to being selected

as an interview artist. Could you please talk

about your art background? You already

selected many collection and opened many

solo shows in all around. Do you work with

your team? 

www.artnessystem.com 



From 12 October to 25 November Dairy Arts Center

in the USA presents my solo exhibition, titled “Is It

Photography?” It is true that when the visitors see

my artworks, they can’t help to ask me the question,

“Your photographs do not look like photography

indeed. Is it photography?” Their reaction is not

surprising. People have conceived of a set of

standard on photography, which is deeply rooted in

their mind and they make a judgement

unconsciously when there is a photograph in front of

them. However, I don’t think this is the unique way

of photography. Photography art should have

various ways of presentation. I have explored a lot on

extending the boundary of photography art, to find

much more fascinating possibility of photography

art. At the same time, let people see these “new”

photography art. What I am currently working on is

having deeper thinking and doing further

exploration of my Digital Pictorial Photography art.  

INTERVIEW FU WENJUN

3. What are you currently working on? 

4. Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce? 

In fact I have mentioned this above. At this moment

my creation focus is Digital Pictorial Photography.

Apart from its currently existing various ways of

presentation, I am working on how to achieve more

possibility which could touch deeper level of

photography art, and the charm of this medium

among the contemporary art. At the same time, I

want my works to be more expressive on delivering

my concepts and reflection towards various issues

on the basis of a good integration with the style

Digital Pictorial Photography, so as to have a

breakthrough.  

www.artnessystem.com 

 

2. Which kind of creative inspiration does your

art effected by? How do you convey messages

with art? 

I think almost everyone is curious about the

question where the artist inspiration come from. But

it’s really hard to answer. Not because I pretend to

make it like secrets, just the artist sometimes does

not know what inspires him to do like this, instead of

like that. When the inspiration run into me, I could

even don’t know. I just unconsciously follow the

direction I believe could be right. 

To me inspiration is a contingency in art creation.

Compared with it, the knowledge of human society,

history, culture, science and many other aspects, as

well as artist’s attention and thinking on current

social situation, development trends, problems are

facing etc., would provide richer resources for his art

creation.  

Digital Pictorial Photography, a contemporary fine

art photography style I create, integrates the

pictorial features into photography art, and places

dialogues with painting, sculpture, installation and

other art forms, with my intention to extend the

boundary of photography art. What’s more

important, Digital Pictorial Photography is a

photography art style developed from the base of

Conceptual Art, so its focus is to deliver my

concepts/messages of my thought and reflection

about global or regional issues related to history,

culture, human life, art, nature and so on. I always

believe, a good artwork should be beautiful, but

more important why should the artwork be there is

that it could inspire people to think, possibly to the

things people often get used to, but to think from

another ignored point of view. 



INTERVIEW FU WENJUN

 

5. Could you please share your messages to

global art market in your approach for artists

who are new in the global art market? 

Compared with regional art market, global art

market would be wider and more complex.

Someone said, do art is do business. I think it’s partly

right. But artist is not businessman. Artworks do

have the value as a commodity, but its artistic value

is the value that other commodity don’t have.

Therefore, I think being an artist, either emerging or

established what he/she should insist on most and

always is to treat art seriously, to do best on art, to

persist on working hard, and to believe in art forever.

The art exploration and creation will never stop. 

 

6. Would you suggest cooperating with us?

What do you think about Artness Group? 

Before I knew little about Artness Group, but this

time I has become to know more about it. And I

think it is an ambitious company, with endeavour to

play an active role on promoting art globally. I would

be glad to cooperate with you, doing projects

benefiting each other. Thank for you're the interview

and wish Artness Group a success. 

www.artnessystem.com 



Phael Díaz 
I N T E R V I E W  

www.artnessystem.com/sinclair-the-vandal 

Venezuelan Plastic Artist born in Coro Estado Falcón, enjoys extensive
education and cultural training since childhood. He studied Plastic Arts in

Venezuela with Professor Leopoldo La Madriz, Artistic Drawing with
Professor Eulalio Toledo Tovar and Painting with Professor Wladimir

Zabaleta. Internationally studied Drawing and Painting at the École D'Arts
Appliques in Paris, Painting at the Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti in Milan,

Engraving and Serigraphy at the School of Outdoor Painting in Mexico City,
Painting and Art Education Workshop at the Lola Mora School of Fine Arts in
Buenos Aires, Painting at the Art Academy of Professor Félix Iñaqui Arrieta

in Oviedo Spain, among others. 
 



AMAZING 
MOVEMENT FROM 

VENEZUELA

AN  INTERV IEW  WITH  PHAEL  DIAZ  

BY  ASYA  SEVDAL IVA  DZHANKOVA  

INTERVIEW 

 

1. Hello Phael Díaz. Could you please explain

your project that called ‘’Color of Hope

Venezuela’’ ? 
This project was created in homage to children with

Down's syndrome in a workshop given to them first

to integrate them to the art as well as the imposition

of the colored circles show what the beauty of light

exerted on chrome for works of art of great artists,

from there was born this technique called it "Down".

This project also is dedicated to Venezuelans about

the situation that passes our Venezuela with this

terrible dictatorship, we want a colorful country life,

hope, and which soon restored their freedom. 

 

2. Which kind of people do you works with?

How do you convey messages with art? 

www.artnessystem.com 

As Professor of art and historian I teach workshops

to young artists who began their careers for their

professional development, as well as children with

special conditions, including down syndrome, as

well as people with behavioral problems. I

collaborate with Ibero-American psychodrama

programs whenever they are held and painting

workshops are taught as therapy. 

 

Very often I use the figurative expressionist tendency

as a vehicle of plastic communication to transmit to

people who see my work a revelation very intimate

of my feelings, my sorrows, my joys, fears, longings,

anxieties, as well as my psychological States in the

moment in which I am creating my works. 

GALLO PINTO WORKS





INTERVIEW 

3. You use rounds in your works. Does this have

a meaning especially for people with down

syndrome or for you? 

Circles in my works of art have a very special

meaning because to paint over the painting

stimulates both hemispheres of the brain, the right

and the left, is therefore achieved a maximum visual

effect on the person who observes the work,

especially in children with Down syndrome and

special conditions. 

 

5. Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce? 

www.artnessystem.com 

 

4. As both an activist and a teacher, you are

doing very valuable work. Could you talk about

projects you’re running in these areas? 

For now the important project is to integrate the art

to anyone with a special condition be Down

syndrome, bipolar disorder, problems of conduct and

thus help them and support them to that discover to

your emotional stability and creative capabilities to

integrate them into l society as future artists. 

My projects go together with issues related to the

soul, spirituality, the depth of feelings, emotions,

dreams, desires, despair, the pursuit of happiness and

the beauty through plastic expression, and capacity to

the human being has to build his own universe

through the creative art. 

 

6. Could you please share your messages to

global art market in your approach? 

My personal approach to art is that it is a therapeutic

tool, that will more than be a decorative element, or a

cultural manifestation, from my point of view serves

to relieve people with special behaviors, with

important loads of stress, also give psychological

stability to people with emotional disorders in other

words art is a valuable therapeutic support. 



A TALENT DRIVEN 
BY EMOTIONS

AN  INTERV IEW  WITH  DOAA  ALADD IN  

BY  ASYA  SEVDAL IVA  DZHANKOVA  

I grew up with minimal verbal expression, I was full

of emotions, but my emotions were truly sacred to

me, I couldn’t express how I felt, not even to my

mom – who is my best-friend – it was really hard on

me to admit my emotions. 

 

 

1. Hello Doaa Aladdin. What is your

background? What is the experience that has

influenced your work the most? 

INTERVIEW DOAA ALADDIN

 

Instead, I drew, A LOT. I sketched, painted, and later

on when I was almost 11 years old I started writing.  

I enrolled in design school, it’s the closest I could get

to art school - anything that I can commune visually,

I had a passion for - I went to Design school

extremely shattered, I didn’t know what I wanted to

be, I dropped a year out to study fashion design in

Canada, the curricula was extremely boring that I

lost interest, I moved back re-enrolled in my

University, eventually, I reached a point where I had

to select a major. 

www.artnessystem.com 



INTERVIEW DOAA ALADDIN

It took me 2 years deciding, I took my run in each

major, till I focused on Graphic Design; I knew, this is

as closest as I can get into visual communication. My

projects in school always tackled meaningful topics,

but all revolved around one thing, compassion. I

graduated 6 months pregnant, and I was a full time

graphic designer a year prior to my graduation.  

I was hired full-time, however, my mind never

stopped thinking about what do I really want out of

my life, I knew this job is only a base for me, it did

not fulfill my soul.  

When my daughter was 7 months I kept changing

jobs, and still felt empty, discouraged, I knew I was a

good designer, I knew I had an edge, but I still did

not feel fulfilled at all, its almost like living with a

hole.  

I knew I was not doing what I am meant to do, I

loved working on social campaigns the amount of

love I put into it, the amount of thoughts. This is my

edge, I have a talent raising awareness, and I love

being impactful in terms of changing people’s

perceptions. By that time, my beautiful baby girl was

almost 2, she had very little words, we had our

activities time together, we’d scribble here and

there, but I never knew she could draw, then one

day, she drew a face, like a full face with 2 eyes, a big

nose, smirking not a smiling and it seemed angry.

She drew it on her table, then I drew a smiling face,

and left it there for her to observe, she copied it, she

drew it on her wall.  Suddenly, I realized; she is a

mini version of me, she is maybe unable to verbally

express herself, but hell she can draw. Then faces

were everywhere in her room - it started getting a bit

scary; It was time to re-paint those walls. I got paint.

I’d work when she is at day care, and we would paint

when she is back. It took me 30 days to finish it.

While I was finishing it I had a lot of time to think, I

enjoyed every second of it. I enjoyed it to an-extend

that I started drawing, not just re-painting; I made a f 

fun grid, and began to draw.  

The closer I got to finishing it, the slower I worked on

it, and then it hit me, THIS IS WHAT I AM TRULY

PASSIONATE ABOUT, PAINTING.  

I gradually got back into painting few sketches a

week, large scale ones sometime, every other month,

then last year, I discovered, I have over 10 large scale

paintings, and countless sketches. So I started

making an art space at home. And challenged

myself to draw everyday.  

Around May’17 I enrolled in an art therapy class, I

have always been interested in psychology and have

my share of readings there, when I enrolled in the art

therapy workshop, At that time, I wanted to check if

Art Therapy is a new field I’d be intrested in studying.

I fell in love with it, but not as a field I want to study

as much as my passion towards art grew. Not only

because I was able to read through it in depth, but

also how healing and liberating it is, and how people

who are extremely suffering, find serenity and

contentment when they paint. By the time I finished

the workshop, I found myself more engaged in my

time painting, I used to finish a 100 x 70 painting a

day, and if I was working on an oil painting, I’d work

consecutively on 2 acrylics paintings. 

After my art therapy workshop, I realized that art is a

very strong language that every single person

decode differently. Growing up, I have always had a

vision, I knew my message, I have always wanted to

spread emotions, I want to spread humanity, and I

was stuck on how to. I took one good look at my

artwork, read each story I had written about them,

took one leap of faith, started working on my

branding, since then, things started happening.  
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2. Could you describe your producting process

with your style? How do you feel when you are

creating?  

I feel Liberated, I completely detach from this World,

and live in every single stroke I draw/paint.  

Abstract Expressionism is a movement I am trying to

re-define, My abstract Art is really expressive, and

some of my techniques are inspired from the

abstract expressionism movement, however, I truly

believe that the style of paint I do is the language of

the subconcious mind, this is why I löse myself in

every single painting I work on, I let my thoughts run

wild. My message is always in my subconcious. 

July 2nd 2017, I started my instagram account, and I

fearlessly started posting my artwork. I was scared of

the depth of my paintings, but the audience

feedback really left me mesmerized and gave me

the motivation to paint more, and spread more

compassion; I came up with #DoYouSpeakArt to

spread awareness to art being a very strong

impactful language, I tend to narrate stories through

my artwork to spread the message of being kind, as

everyone of us is fighting their own battle.   

 

3. Global art market is changed by lots of new

ideas and innovations. What are the plans for

the coming period to continue in the global art

market ?   

I believe my art objective is a bit far-fetched, but I do

plan to sticking to the subconcious mind direction,

being exposed to different expositions, galleries, and

exploring different cultures, helps artists evolve in

the direction they already are in.  

I do not plan to change or alter my concept/ Art

language  

4. What do you desire your audiences to take

away from your art? What also do you think

about the concept of Metamorphosis Art

Festival ? In what way did it inspire you? 

I wish my audience sees through my Art, I wish they

relate to it and acknowledge that compassion and

kindness are the base for elevating humanity.

Metamorphisis is what I do, if you look through all

my paintings, you will read stories of people

evolving. Starting with a rough journey, making the

best out of it, it ends in a beautiful learning while

gaining an audience’s empathy.  



After my Translucent series, I am building upon my

“healer” series, the concept is to spread Art as a

form of liberating expression and how people can

heal through painting. When I speak of healing,

people constantly reject the concept as its too

hard on some to admit we go through different

struggles, putting the concept out there, will make

people change their minds about how ok it is to

not be ok.  

5. Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce

and which country will you join the shows ?  

INTERVIEW DOAA ALADDIN
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JACKSARTIFACTS

''Your life is your own choice of canvas, you can start with a clean slate or you

can go repaint beyond layers.. You are not defined by your past, neither by

your mistakes. It is what you do after that shapes who you really are! After all,

you will always be the most beautiful and unique masterpiece crafted by

God's brushes of love. So, make the best out of it.. Do not waste it.''  



INTERVIEW 

 

1. Hello Jacklyn Evangelista. Congrats to being

selected as an interview artist. Could you

please talk about your art background? Do you

work with your team or individual? 

First of all, thank you very much Artness

Contemporary for giving me this opportunity to

express myself about my art and passion though

your interviews. It is my honor to be a part of the

Artness family.  

 

For most of my life, I am just a simple girl who loves

to draw since I was a kid. I am a girl who knows that

she wants to be a fine artist but instead have been

very busy on everyday life in a corporate world. A

little over a year ago, I looked back and asked myself

“What do I really wanna do?”. That is when I

remembered this one true love in my life, ART. I

started to join a painting class here in Dubai to

reignite my passion and see where this will lead me.

After then, I decided to be an free lance artist.

Making originals and taking commissions. My

primary medium on wood or gessobords are oils

which I am completely in love with. On the other

hand, I use handbags and even shoes as my

canvases. I am really thrilled to see my Artwork not

only as a display but being worn by my lovely and

supportive friends/ clients. I am also fortunate

enough to be part of prestigious and professional Art

Exhibitions here in Dubai, meeting different local,

international artists and high profile pioneer Emarati

artists here in UAE. But to be honest, up-to-date I am

still not a full-time artist which I dream of becoming

one someday. I just truly believe that “Timing is

everything” but also working hard to be on where

you want to be is the main key.  
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2. Which kind of creative inspiration does your

art effected by? How do you convey messages

with art? 

In the beginning I was really struggling to find an

inspiration but as time goes by, I learned how to be

constantly aware and fully receptive of all things I see

around me. Then as I become more emotionally

attached to my drawings and paintings, whenever I

am in the zone to create, I do not find ideas anymore, I

think the ideas find me.  

Thanks to my past experiences in life and love, the

hardships, heartaches and pain as a human and as a

woman helped me a lot to tell my story through my

art. But even so, I make sure that my creations are

open to interpretation where my ladies’ emotions,

compositions and backgrounds are covered with

mystery in which I can tell my own story or someone

who will look into it can tell their own too.   

JACKSARTIFACTS
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3. You were selected for Metamorphosis Art

Festival in Barcelona. Do you agree with our

vision of art and what do you think about the

theme of the festival? 

My paintings have evolved to a surreal creations of

ethereal woman that shows elegance, creativity and

beauty inspite of the ugly truth in reality and society. I

always believe that woman are strong creatures and

has a powerful vision that’s uniquely their own to

make this world a better place. I am not a sexist but I

am just amazed on how most of the woman I know,

especially my mom, can carry any burden in their

hearts but still can smile at the end of the day and

move on in life for their loved ones. This is how I get

my inspiration and convey the message and hopefully

be an inspiration to anyone, that Life if beautiful (as

beautiful as their face and heart) no matter what.  

I agree as much as how I support your vision of art

in the community. Your theme is remarkable.

How you collide the worlds of both emerging and

professional artists that were already in the

industry for a long time is a metamorphosis itself.

How new and fresh ideas are going to merge with

advanced creations is a great way to broaden the

horizon of your purpose on both ends. With your

theme, the artist will completely know who they

really are and what their culture and experiences

transform them the way they are right now,

expressed through ART. İ can really see that your

campaign is powerful enough to show how this

exhibition believes in the artist helping the artist

believe more in themselves. 

4. Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce? 

I will not be mentioning the specifics on the

upcoming projects but in general I am planning

to explore my art on a different merchandise.

Launching my official website next year which

basically will contain blogs about Life as Artist and

anything under the sun that may inspire and

hopefully can change the life of others by my

words and most especially by my art. And of

course more Art Exhibitions are coming up

international and local. 

Stay tuned. 
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5. Could you please share your messages to

global art market in your approach for artists

who is new in the global art market? 

Sometimes ART is underrated. Some new artists

get easily intimidated by high profile ones,

concerned that they will not be as famous and as

successful as them. Till they finally believe that it’s

all driven by luck. Reason why some aspiring

Artist tend not to pursue their dreams even

though they know that it is Art that makes them

feel alive.  

 

My message to artists who are new to global art

market is “Do what makes you happy.”  

 

Do not compare your chapter with others. Your

time, as well your path from others is completely

different. You have your own story, you have your

own voice, so go ahead and spread it out through

your art. Do not give up. All of other successful

artists also started from scratch same as you, so

you have no excuse not to do it and be better. Do

not be afraid to participate to the Art community,

whether via big or small movement, it doesn’t

matter. Your contribution counts. You never

whose life you are changing in everyday. As long

as you share and make a big or small impact to

the world, then your job is done. 

6. Would you suggest cooperating with us?

What do you think about Artness Group? 

 

100% yes. Cooperating with Artness Group I really

believe is an amazing opportunity and experience

to showcase the Artists’ talents and connect with

new people from around the world, maybe of

different experiences, races and culture but with

the same mindset and belief. And that’s what

matters. I really think Artness group can create a

big impact to the art community as well as to the

world inspiring people to pursue their dreams

with their diversed and world class projects. I

would really consider joining other projects of

Artness group apart from Metamorphosis

Barcelona if given a chance.  

 

Congrats to Artness System! More power!  

 



Hildy Maze
I N T E R V I E W  

My work is developed with the view that art has the capacity to infuse the
experience of everyday life with awareness. Using my experience of passion,

aggression and ignorance I delve into the discursive thought patterns and emotions
that obscure the recognition of our basic nature of mind which is empty, lucid, all-

accommodating space continuously awake and aware. I’m interested in persuading
the viewer from the boundaries of the image, to engage with matters beyond what
is immediately visible; to relate with who we are as deconstructed, un-created, i.e.
more expansive and gentle than our usual descriptions of ourselves and how the

culture defines us.  
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1. Hello HILDY MAZE. Congrats to being

selected as an interview artist. Could you

please talk about your artistic background?

What is the experience that has influences

your work the most?                                                          

                                  

I remember standing in a large open green grassy

field. It was a quiet, very pretty and sunny.  Maybe

we were studying the Revolutionary War in school?  I

don’t remember, but I do remember having the

thought that even if there was a war going on here,

the sun would be shining just like this too. War or

peace, the sun shines. I was ten years old.  Only

decades later would I realize how profound this

thought was as an inner inspiration or message

guiding my path. Until a friend sent me a copy of the

Prajnaparamita, or Heart Sutra, based on the

Buddhist idea of realizing the non-conceptual

simplicity of reality: “form is emptiness, emptiness is

form” making art was like a substitute identity.  If it

was good or bad, or liked or disliked, that must be

true of me or how others considered me. If the work

was good or bad, so was I  good or bad. Certainly a

painful self-consciousness for expression.  This

 personal judgment followed me all through my

education at Pratt Institute. (Pratt Institute, BFA)

 Very painful and stifling to say the least. After

reading the Heart Sutra, I looked around at the

things surrounding me in my Tribeca loft, I looked at

my thoughts, I looked in the mirror considering this

idea “form is emptiness, emptiness is form”. I was

completely intrigued and mysteriously inspired

 thinking this is what has been missing in my life.  I

immediately began practicing and studying Tibetan

Buddhist meditation under the guidance of the

Tibetan Buddhist meditation master and artist,

Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, from that moment in

1979 until his death in 1987.  
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This was the most breath-giving moment of my life.

With study and practice of exploring how the mind

interprets and appreciates; how the mind distorts and

projects the images we perceive and the thoughts

and emotions we struggle with, I became open to a

firsthand account of what’s going on within myself

and the world outside, rather than just listening to my

stories and those of others. I realized that being an

artist is not a career, it is my life, my whole being of

seeing and feeling and it begins with our mind.  I

gradually realized that  making art is unconditional

expression that does not come from self or other.  It

manifests out of nowhere like mushrooms in a

meadow, like hailstones, like thundershowers, like the

sun shining in an empty field. This became my true

beginning, my genuine journey of discovery with art

making as an investigation of the mind through art.

This was going to take time and discipline -  so much

discipline. 

HILDY MAZE
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2. Which is the role the artist plays in the

society?  
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This quote from Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoches sums

up how I see the role of the artist in society…“Our

attitude and integrity as artists are very important. We

need to encourage and nourish the notion that we are

not going to yield to the neurotic world. Inch by inch,

step-by-step, our effort should wake people up

through the world of art rather than please everyone

and go along with the current.”   

 

HILDY MAZE

 

3. Did your style change over the years? In

which way? Are your works focused on a

spesific theme?    

My work is based on the investigation of mind

through art. None of us can escape the habit of

projecting thoughts and concepts over reality itself—

onto what Buddhists would call “pure perception”.  

But if we can access awareness of our inner, deeply

ingrained conceptual biases, we can open new

windows onto our mind.  By contrast, when mind is

immersed in uncontrolled emotions and mistaken,

often self-preserving beliefs,  



INTERVIEW 

4. In which way your works is connected with

audiences?         

we’re unable to see clearly: it is as though we are

trying to peer through a dirty window.  This

contemplative approach to my work involves an

attempt to visually describe these obscuring veils

from a more spacious point of view, drawing upon

both my personal experience and my experience of

meditation practice.  My work is intended to be

intimate and accessible. Usually art that considers

itself contemplative is serene and without specific

images.  The work that I do is contemplative, but not

in this way.  Viewing these images is a path to

looking into the physical and emotional journeys we

experience by our own creation. Art has the capacity

to infuse our experience with awareness of how our

thoughts and emotions compel us, often blind us to

our inherent nature. Our overly active conceptual

mind creates collages of thoughts and patterns, as in

a dream.  The story that it tells is a mental

patchwork of dependent parts that creates the

illusion of a whole, seamless image, yet is really

unrelated and illusory. I’ve chosen to work with

collage precisely because this medium helps me

convey that nothing is really solid, secure or

independently existing.  Our stories and images are

not solid or continuous.   
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HILDY MAZE

Mind is the basis of everything, yet its nature is totally

unknown to most of us.  How we think, what we

think, how we feel, remember, talk, love, criticize,

perceive, project, reflect, doubt, create, choose, relate

to our restlessness, ourselves, each other, the world,

our dreams . . . everything.   I try through color, texture,

forms and hopefully visual intrigue to share a visual,

relaxed, thoughtful exchange with the viewer – like

smiling at a passing stranger, momentarily  



INTERVIEW 
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without a reference point, yet fully present at the

same time. Our inner stories and viewpoints are

central to our sense of our own existence.

 Nonetheless, they can obscure the direct experience –

and understanding – of how our thoughts and our

senses actually influence one another in every

moment and in fact can cloud our perceptions of

ourselves and of reality. In our world, understanding

those with a different point of view from ours, asks

from us a certain amount of empathy, open-

mindedness and willingness to apply logic. There are

often hidden reasons why we might take umbrage at

someone or their stated opinion. If we find ourselves

reacting with unexpected animosity (or even

passionate agreement), it helps to figure out why, and

to remember that we are human rather than

machine, and that it's okay to feel emotions.  Yet

actually, do we want our ever-changing moods,

emotions, hopes and fears to lead us around? Is there

another way to relate altogether?  These abstract

contemplative works are made with the view, and

along with their carefully chosen titles, invite viewers

to move beyond the boundaries of the image into a

more contemplative consideration of mind in

relationship to the phenomena of what we consider

objective reality. The titles of each series as well as

each individual piece are chosen as a counter-point to

the images. The images are the form, the titles are the

emptiness.  As is described in many Buddhist texts,

“Buddha (that is, direct awareness) is in the palm of

your hand.” 

HILDY MAZE

5. What do you think about ARTNESS

CONTEMPORARY? Did you enjoy cooperating

with us?   

ARTNESS CONTEMPORARY appears to be a useful

resource for artists.  I enjoyed cooperating with you

,,,,Thank you 



Lee Musgrave
I N T E R V I E W  

Lee Musgrave specializes in abstract photography which he will exhibit in the
2018 11th Pollux Awards Exhibition in Barcelona and which was included in
the 2016 Berlin Foto Biennale. His studio is in White Salmon, Washington,

USA. 
Often, I toss bits and pieces of found ephemera onto my studio work table.

When the aesthetic elegance generated by this action ignites my visual
cortex I reach for my camera. The resulting abstract photographs survey a
subject whose visual persona transcends its socially coerced repute. They
also reflect upon humanities consumer-centric existence while articulating

critical engagement with the non-material aspects of the subject, revealing it
as a source of inspiration for artistic and intellectual pursuit while expanding

photography’s evolving conversation within contemporary art. 
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1. What is your art background?                                   

                                            
Originally from Perth, Australia, I studied in Los

Angeles primarily with Hans Burkhardt (Swiss)  and

Fritz Faiss (German). Hans was studio partner of

Arshile Gorky and Mark Tobey. Fritz studied at the

Bauhaus with Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinsky. I am

deeply indebted to Hans and Fritz for their unfailing

encouragement and enduring friendship. I hold a

M.A. (art) degree from California State University, Los

Angeles and a Bachelor of Art. (art) degree from

California State University, Northridge. I made up my

mind to be an artist in the 3rd grade and completed

my first serious series of abstract drawings when I

was 13 years old. I became a fulltime art teacher at 23

years old and had my first solo exhibit at 25 years

old. 

My artwork has been exhibited in numerous solo

and group exhibitions and I am the recipient of an

American National Endowment for the Arts

Fellowship. I specialize in abstract painting and

photography for which I have received several

international awards and which were most recently

exhibited in the 2017 & 2018 Barcelona Foto

Biennale; in the 2016 Berlin Foto Biennale; and also

in 2018 at Galerie Sehnsucht, Rotterdam, NL; at

Praxis Gallery, Minneapolis, MN and in a special

curated exhibit for Photo Review Magazine

September 2018 online edition. 
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LEE MUSGRAVE

2.Which kind of creative inspiration is your art

effected by? How do you convey messages

with art? 

As a child, I was always attracted to the erosion of

surfaces both natural and man made. In my early

teen years I also became drawn to pin-striping on

custom cars. I carried all of those interests forward

into my early work as a professional artist. 

In both my abstract painting and photography I use

the basic elements of two-dimensional art (line,

color, shape, value, texture) and especially

composition to orchestrate visual symphonies. 

3. Are your works focused on a specific theme? 

Each series I create has its own distinct objective.

That said, however, many of those series share a

related sense of structure and tenor as well as visual

vigor. 
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4. What are your upcoming projects? What

issues will they address? 

This is a challenging question to answer and the

answers are different for each medium that I work

with. For example, in recent years, all of my paintings

have been about erosion of the earth by natural and

man-made forces. While my staged abstract

photography is concerned with recycling,

repurposing and re-branding ephemera (trash). In

both cases the over-riding objective is to hopefully

help viewers to re-think how we use our resources

and the environment. 
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LEE MUSGRAVE
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